Abstract-The authors propose a new accurate yield prediction method for system-LSI embedded memories to improve the productivity of chips. Their new method is based on the failure-related yield prediction method in which failure bits in memory are tested to see whether they are repairable or not by using built-in redundancies. The important concept of the new method is called "repairable matrix" (RM). In RM 
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N THE system-LSI with embedded memories business, a short delivery time is required. In addition, the volume of production is much smaller than that of general-purpose memory chips industry. Therefore, improving productivity, by such means as suitable plans for production and inventory adjustment, is essential to make a profit. Accurate yield prediction is crucial. Inaccurate yield prediction results in a shortage or surplus of lot inputs. For example, an inaccuracy of 10% can result in a ten-lot discrepancy.
In this paper, we focus on the yield prediction method for the memory part of system-LSI, because some multimedia applications require larger embedded memories than 4 Mb. There is continual room for improvement in yield prediction techniques, although the yield of the memory part strongly affects the yield of system-LSI chips [1] .
The mainstream of analytical yield prediction methods has been the "failure-related" yield prediction method which judges whether failure bits or defects that cause failure bits in memory can be repaired by built-in row and column redundancies. So far, many researchers have suggested prediction methods for "failure situations" in memory chips of the future [2] - [9] . For example, Sakurai et and space model [7] . Failure situations are determined by three factors. These are the kind of failures, the size of the failures, and the number of failures. In the failure-related yield prediction method, it is possible to make use of the results of these studies on failure situations [2] - [9] . Therefore, the failure-related yield prediction method is superior because a high degree of accuracy for yield prediction can be expected.
However, the conventional analytical methods that have been described so far cannot treat "asymmetric repair" and "link set." These two cases often occur in embedded memories in systemLSIs. Fig. 1 shows the asymmetric repair where the number of row redundancy sets and the number of column redundancy sets to repair a failure are different. Asymmetric repair is not negligible in system-LSI embedded memories in which the bit width of one column redundancy set is larger than that of the row redundancy set because the repair unit of a column redundancy set is an input/output (I/O) line in most cases, normally a multiple of four bits. In Fig. 1 , the width of a row redundancy set is two bits and we assume that a row redundancy set can repair "01" pairs of the lowest row address but cannot repair "10" pairs. The 3 3 bit failure can be repaired by either "2" row redundancy sets or "1" column redundancy set. The number of redundancy sets is determined by the relative location of the failure to the "repair boundary" shown in Fig. 1 . It is obvious that the larger the difference between the width of a row redundancy set and that of column redundancy set becomes, the more likely asymmetric repair occurs. Asymmetric repair can occur in bit and cross line (CL) failures; the former failure can be repaired by row or column redundancies and the latter failure is repaired by row and column redundancies. However, some conventional methods do not even treat bit and CL failures [10] - [12] , and others that do treat these failures assume that the number of redundancy sets required to repair a failure is equal in both cases as reported by Stapper et al. [13] . In the case of the failure in Fig. 1 , the conventional methods assume that the failure is repaired by either "1" row redundancy set or "1" column redundancy set, or by either "2" row redundancy sets or "2" column redundancy sets. Ignorance of asymmetric repair results in incorrect yield predictions as demonstrated in Section V. Fig. 2 shows the second case, link set, where a set of redundancies can cross region boundaries and the repairable areas of row and column redundancies are partially overlapping but not equal. A link set often occurs in large-scale memory chips [16] . In Fig. 2 , the repairable areas of row redundancies are two minimum units (MU) along the axis and the repairable areas of column redundancies are two MUs along the axis. It is significant for accurate yield prediction because a failure situation in one MU could affect the repair probability of the neighboring MU. However, there are no conventional analytical methods that take link set into account, and this results in an incorrect yield prediction as described in Section V. Conventional methods are limited because the repairable areas of row and column redundancies are equal [10] - [15] .
A Monte Carlo technique is a strong candidate to overcome these two problems. However, it is difficult to verify the relation of cause and effect. On the other hand, the results of analytical methods such as the failure-related method can be easily verified by monitoring the process of the calculation. Therefore, if there are strong alternative methods, we believe that the Monte Carlo technique is not the best solution.
The purpose of this work is to present an accurate analytical yield prediction method based on the failure-related method and to make it possible to treat both asymmetric repair and link set. In Section II of this paper, we analyze the basic failure-related method. In Section III, we propose a new method of yield prediction using the repairable matrix (RM). In Section IV, the process of calculation is described in detail. In Section V, the new method is verified by a comparison between the actual yield and the calculated results; the results calculated by conventional methods are also shown.
II. ANALYSIS OF THE BASIC FAILURE-RELATED YIELD PREDICTION METHOD
A. Basic Failure-Related Yield Prediction Method
The basic failure-related yield prediction method is
(1) where is the yield of the memory part of a chip, is the yield of an analysis unit, and is the number of analysis unit in a chip; these abbreviations are shown in the Appendix. An analysis unit is the minimum rectangular area containing the repairable areas of both row and column redundancies as shown in Fig. 2 .
can be shown as follows: (2) where and are the number of MUs along the axis and axis, respectively (in Fig. 2, ), is the existence probability of a failure situation in MU and and are the coordinates of MU in the analysis unit.
Equation (2) is an extension of conventional failure-related yield prediction methods [13] , [15] and link set is taken into account. In (2), if a given failure situation is repairable, then the product of is added to . To judge whether it is repairable or not, the number of redundancy sets needed for repair and the number of built-in redundancy sets must be compared. If the former is less than or equal to the latter, the analysis unit is repairable. Therefore, the key point in calculating (2) is counting the number of redundancy sets for repair under an arbitrary failure situation.
B. Point at Issue of Failure-Related Yield Prediction Method
However, there are two problems that make the calculation of (2) in plural MUs, all five candidates must be memorized because some of these five candidates may not be used according to the failure situation in the neighboring MU. Without a method in which plural candidates can be treated simply, it is obvious that the calculation of (2) becomes complicated. Fig. 4 shows another example of the ways of repairing a failure situation composed of one 2 2-bit failure. In Fig. 4 , it is notable that the bit failure can be repaired in four different ways, including the two asymmetric repairs shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c), according to its relative location to the repair boundary of the redundancies in memory. In this case, it is required to judge whether this failure situation is repairable or not at least four times. In the case of a failure situation composed of plural failures, the number of combinations of redundancy sets becomes larger. Moreover, taking link set into consideration, the number of combinations becomes much larger.
Thus, it seems to be tough work to tackle (2) squarely. Therefore, we need a calculation method in which the two conditions described below are met.
1) The several candidates for repair, as mentioned in Fig. 3 , should be described in a simple way.
2) The number of combinations for calculation should be smaller.
III. NEW YIELD PREDICTION METHOD BY REPAIRABLE MATRIX
To find a way of meeting the first condition described in the last section, a new concept called repairable matrix (RM) is suggested in Section II-A. In Section II-B, we propose a new yield prediction equation by RM. This equation implies two steps for calculation to meet the second condition described in the last section.
A. New Concept-RM
We propose a new criterion, the RM. RM shows the combinations of the number of row redundancy sets and the number of column redundancy sets for repair. Fig. 5 shows the RM corresponding to the failures shown in Fig. 3 which has five candidates for repair. The minimum number of rows and columns in the matrix is zero and the maximum number of rows and columns is NR and NC, respectively, where NR is the number of built-in row redundancy sets and NC is that of column redundancy sets. Fig. 5 shows a case where NR is two and NC is four as shown in Fig. 2 . Here, "
" indicates that the failures can be repaired by " " row redundancy sets and " ." Column redundancy sets, where , is the matrix element. All five candidates described in Fig. 3 can be successfully expressed in RM as shown in Fig. 5 , and the first condition shown in the former section is satisfied. It is also obvious that an asymmetric repair can be treated successfully.
, the number of variations of RM, can be calculated as follows:
Here "2" means the number of cases at RM (0 or 1). " 1" means the exception when all elements are "0." In the case of and , as shown in Fig. 2 , becomes 32 767.
B. New Yield Prediction Method by Repairable Matrix
Equation (2) can be rewritten by a new yield prediction method with RM (4) where is a variable whose value changes from 1 to , is the existence probability of RM, and [ ] means the existence probability of ( th RM in variations of RM. Also, PF stands for pass (repairable) or fail (not repairable) and the value of PF becomes as follows:
Equation (4) means that when a failure situation in MU can be repaired by combinations of row and column redundancy sets shown by ( th RM, the product of [ ] of all MU is added to , if . Equation (4) implies two steps for calculation. The first step is converting "all repairable failure situations" in an MU into variations of RM and finding their existence probability ( . The second step follows after the first step ends. The second step is to judge whether or when each MU has some RMs.
We define all repairable failure situations by the number of failures and the size of failures. First, for the number of failures, we decide all repairable failure situations as follows: (6) where , , , and are the number of Bit, WL, BL, and CL failures in the MU, respectively. When and , the number of combinations of , , , and is 90. Second, for the size of failures, we limit the maximum size of four kinds of failure as follows: (7) where and are the bit width of a row redundancy set and a column redundancy set, respectively, and and are the larger and the smaller numbers of ( and ( ), respectively. By changing the number of failures and the size of failures according to (6) and (7), respectively, all repairable failure situations can be obtained. When , ,
, and as in Fig. 2 , the number of all repairable failure situations is about 6 billion.
The key point of (4) is to categorize all 6 billion repairable failure situations in an MU into variations of RM. Fig. 6 shows examples of three different bit failures that are categorized into one RM. In (2), these failures are treated separately. Another key point is to treat each MU independently at first, then judge whether repairable or not by putting all the MUs in an analysis unit together. If the analysis unit is treated altogether from the beginning, the number of combinations for calculation becomes 47 billion times larger than the proposed method. As 
IV. CALCULATION METHOD OF
To calculate in (4), two steps are needed as described in the previous section. This section describes the method of calculating these two steps in detail. As shown in Fig. 7 , the first step is repeated under all repairable failure situations indicated in (6) and (7), and the second step is repeated the ( )th power of times. In the last part of this section, we discuss how to apply this calculation method to other redundancy schemes such as flexible redundancy or block redundancy.
A. Step 1-Conversion Into Repairable Matrix
The main process of Step 1 is to convert a failure situation into RM. Fig. 8 shows an outline of Step 1 and Fig. 9 shows an example of the process of Step 1.
In Step 1-1, the failure situation is sent to memory. In Fig. 9 , there is one 2 2-bit failure. We call the upper left corner of the failure the "pointer bit."
From Steps 1-2 to 1-5, the conversion of failures into RM and a shift of failures are repeated. The failures are shifted in the "cross-sectional area" of the repair unit of a row redundancy set and that of a column redundancy set. In Fig. 9 , the crosssectional area is composed of 16 bits because the width of a row redundancy set is 2 and that of a column redundancy set is 8. Therefore, Steps 1-2-1-5 are repeated 16 times. The 2 2-bit failure can take four variations of RM in 16 locations as shown in Fig. 9(b) , and the , the existence probability of RM, is shown in the lower right corner of each RM. For example, the of the upper left RM shown in Fig. 9 can be expressed by (7/16) , the existence probability of a failure situation, as follows: (8) where is the probability of a failure distribution where there is one bit failure in the MU, and so on. Here, is the probability that the bit failure's size is 2 2. These values of and can be obtained on the basis of the results of previous works on the prediction methods of failure situations [2] - [9] .
In general, the RM of a single failure is determined by the following: (9) (10) (11) (12) where and in these equations are the number of row redundancy sets and column redundancy sets for repair, respectively. If or does not meet the conditional equations that are shown on the right side of each equation, the failure becomes unrepairable because the number of redundancy sets for repair exceeds the number of built-in redundancy sets. Here, and are calculated by following: (13) (14) where is the quotient of ( / , and are the size of the failure along axis and axis, respectively, and are the deviation of the pointer bit from the upper left corner bit of the cross-sectional area, and and are the bit width of a row redundancy set and a column redundancy set, respectively, as shown in Fig. 9 .
The RM for a failure situation composed of two failures can be calculated by making a combined RM from two RMs. Equation (4) shows how to obtain a combined RM from two RMs if if (15) where is the element of the combined RM, and and are the elements of the two original RMs. For a failure situation composed of more than three failures, the combined RM can be calculated by repeating (15) .
Step 1 is repeated under all repairable failure situations, and they are categorized in variations of RM, and the of each RM is calculated by adding up the existence probability of failures that have the same RM.
B. Step 2-Judgment of Pass or Fail
Step 2 judges whether the analysis unit is repairable or not. Fig. 10 shows an outline of Step 2 and Fig. 11 shows an example of the process of Step 2.
In Step 2-1, an RM is set for each MU. In Fig. 11 , four RMs are set in four MUs.
In Step 2-2, a "1" in each MU is selected. As was described in the third section, the number of "1"s in an RM means the number of candidates for repair. Therefore, the product of the number of "1"s of all the RMs in an analysis unit indicates the number of candidates for repair. In Fig. 11 , the number of candidates is 16 because each RM has two "1"s. The circles in Fig. 11 show an example of a set of selected "1" s.
In Steps 2-3 and 2-4, it is judged whether the set of selected "1"s is repairable or not by comparing the number of redundancy sets for repair and that of built-in redundancy sets. The number of row redundancy sets for repair is calculated by adding the row coordinates of the "1"s in RM along the axis, and that of the column redundancy sets is calculated by adding the column coordinates of the "1"s in RM along the axis. In Fig. 11 , the candidates shown by circles are repairable because the number of redundancy sets for repair is less than or equal to the number of built-in redundancy sets.
If repairable, as shown in Step 2-6, the product of of each RM is added to . On the other hand, if there are no sets of "1"s in which the number of redundancy sets for repair is less than or equal to the number of built-in redundancy sets, the analysis unit becomes unrepairable.
Step 2 is repeated by changing the combination of RMs. The number of combinations becomes the ( )th power of .
C. Application to Other Redundancy Schemes
Application of the new yield prediction method to flexible redundancy [17] - [20] is possible by setting the proper parameters of redundancy design. However, the application to block redundancy [21] seems difficult. In the case of flexible redundancy schemes in which all the redundancies can replace any failures without any regulation of a block division, there is no need to divide a chip into plural MUs such as Fig. 2 . Therefore, the calculation itself can be conducted properly by our method without "Step 2" described in this chapter.
On the other hand, in the case of block redundancy schemes in which a block with defective bits is replaced by a spare block, our method cannot deal with it. However, we consider that the yield calculation in the case of spare block is simpler than in the case of normal spare row and column redundancy schemes, because only the number of failures should be taken into account for the calculation in the block redundancy. Other failure information such as the kinds of failures or the size of failures does not affect the calculated result. The calculation technique of this case has already been established [11] .
V. VERIFICATION OF ACCURACY
In this section, we compare the actual yield and calculated yield in two kinds of system-LSI embedded memory devices, embedded memory A and embedded memory B whose design rules are different. The size of the failure distributions of embedded memory A and embedded memory B are shown in Fig. 12. Fig. 12 shows the average data from 24 wafers of embedded memory A and that from 21 wafers of embedded memory B, taken from fail bit map (FBM) data. Fig. 13 shows the redundancy design of embedded memory A and B. The redundancy design of embedded memory A is , , , and the repairable area of row redundancies is two blocks along the axis and that of column redundancies is four blocks along the axis. In the same way, the redundancy design of embedded memory B is , , , and repairable area of row redundancies is the whole chip and that of column redundancies is half a chip.
A. Embedded Memory A
Fig. 14 shows a comparison between the actual yield of embedded memory A and three yield prediction methods, the new method and two conventional methods. In Fig. 14 , the two conventional methods do not consider asymmetric repair and assume that the number of row redundancy sets and that of column redundancy sets for repairing a bit or a CL failure are equal. In conventional method 1 the number of row redundancy sets for repair is equalized to that of column redundancy sets and vice versa in conventional method 2. For example, the 2 2 bit failure shown in Fig. 1 is repaired by one row or one column redundancy set in conventional method 1 and repaired by two Row or two Column redundancy sets in conventional method 2. These assumptions are taken into account when RMs are generated. The 2 2 bit failure shown in Fig. 1 must be converted to "
;" however, in conventional method 1 it is converted to " " and in conventional method 2 it is converted to "
." The yields of these conventional methods are calculated by the same method as described earlier. Fig. 14 shows that the new method is more accurate than the conventional methods. Fig. 15 shows the difference between the actual yield and the calculated yield. The difference between the actual yield and the yield of the two conventional methods becomes larger as the actual yield becomes lower. The reason is that the number of bit and CL failures that cause asymmetric repair increases. On the other hand, the difference between the actual yield and yield by new method is small regardless of the value of the actual yield. On average, the difference in accuracy between the new method and conventional method 1 is about 3% and that of conventional method 2 is about 8%.
It is often the case with system-LSI embedded memory that the width of one column redundancy set is much larger than that of one row redundancy. Therefore, to repair a bit or a CL failure, the number of column redundancy sets for repair is somewhat smaller than that of row redundancy sets. As a result, the yield of conventional method 1 is higher and conventional method 2 is lower than the actual yield. In general, the larger the difference of , the width of a row redundancy set, and , the width of a column redundancy set, becomes, the larger the inaccuracy of conventional methods becomes.
Compared with embedded memory B, the effect of asymmetric repair in embedded memory A was larger. The reason is that in embedded memory A is smaller than that of embedded memory B, while in both embedded memories is equal. The difference between and becomes larger in embedded memory A and that results in a larger effect for asymmetric repair. On the other hand, the effect of link set is not large in embedded memory A, because the number of failures is so small that the repair probability is not affected by the difference in the repairable area. Fig. 16 shows a comparison between the actual yield of embedded memory B and three yield prediction methods, the new method and two conventional methods. The two conventional methods do not consider link set. In conventional method 3, it is assumed that the repairable area of row redundancies is equal to that of column redundancies (repairable area is half a chip) and vice versa in conventional method 4 redundancies (repairable area is a chip). Fig. 16 shows that the new method is more accurate than the conventional methods. Fig. 17 shows the difference between the actual yield and calculated yield. On average, the difference in accuracy between the new method and conventional method 3 is about 4% and that of conventional method 4 is about 7%.
B. Embedded Memory B
In embedded memory B, the repairable area of row redundancies is larger than that of column redundancies. In other words, conventional method 3 assumes that the number of row redundancy sets in a chip is larger than the actual number, and conventional method 4 assumes that the number of column redundancy sets in a chip is smaller than the actual number. As a result, the yield of conventional method 3 is too optimistic and conventional method 4 is too pessimistic.
The effect of the link set is large and that of asymmetric repair is negligible in embedded memory B, contrary to embedded memory A. In this embedded memory B, the main mode of fatal failures was a large number of small failures in a chip. Therefore, the possible repair of such failures is strongly affected by the difference in repairable area. On the other hand, the effect of asymmetric repair is small because the difference between and in embedded memory B is smaller and the effect of asymmetric repair becomes small.
VI. CONCLUSION
The new yield prediction method using the RM successfully predicted more accurate yields for system-LSI embedded memories with various kinds of design rule, failure situation, and redundancy design. In our method, we take both asymmetric repair and link set into consideration. On average, the difference in accuracy between the new method and conventional methods is about 5% in advanced embedded SRAMs in system-LSIs. As a result, the shortage or surplus of lot inputs that amounts to two lots per 1000 wafers can be reduced. Thus, the new yield prediction method can be utilized not only to optimize the redundancy design but also to improve the productivity of chips in such ways as suitable plans for mass production and inventory adjustment.
